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Abstract— Kazakhstan currently has one of the maximum, according to capital, carbon footprints inside
the global. there is heavy reliance (approx 85%) on coal for power manufacturing in Kazakhstan. Coal is a
very carbon-in depth gas. A pressure to mild coal’s contribution to power manufacturing gives a driving
force  for  wind  strength  development.  locating  an  appropriate  vicinity  calls  for  a  detailed  and  often
luxurious analysis of neighborhood wind conditions. Wind resource assessment is an important first step in
gauging the potential of a domain to provide power from windmills. on this paper, the wind power ability
of the Shelek hall, located inside the Almaty area in Kazakhstan changed into examine. local wind velocity
distributions are represented via Weibull facts.  The results display that the average annual imply wind
speed version for Shelek hall tiers from 4.0 to 8.0 m/s. The wind electricity density variant based at the
Weibull analysis ranges from 280.0 to 320.zero W/m2.

Keywords— The technique of necessary equations, EIT, floor surface comfort, obvious resistivity curves,
computational grid.

1. Introduction
Progress in computing technologies has led to widespread adjustments in software programs and

hardware for geophysical techniques of sounding of non-homogeneous media. transportable multi-channel

systems for computerized geophysical equipments have evolved, which have changed the traditional method

of fieldwork. one of the leading techniques of geoelectric studies, used global is the Vertical Electrical

Sounding (VES) method within the modification of the electric impedance tomography (EIT). The works

that  had  the  most  have  an  impact  on  on  the  improvement  of  the  electrical  tomography  technique  in

geophysics are the following: Edwards L.S. (1977); Barker R.D. (1981, 1992); Griffits D.H. and Turnbill J.

(1985); Zohdy A.A.R. (1989); Dahlin T. (1993, 1996); Loke M.H. and Barker R.D. (1996); Bobachev A.A.,

Modin I.N. and others (1995, 1996, 2006, 2008) [1-10]. within the issues of VES, the study of the impact of

experimental conditions on apparent resistivity curves is of main importance, specially, this is the effect of a

relief of the sounding medium. The evaluation of the main researches regarding the have an impact on of the

ground surface relief is reported in the article [11]. As it is proven in works [eleven, 12], an green and

accurate way to calculate the impact of a form of a floor surface relief on sounding facts is the fundamental

Equations method (IEM). The method is primarily based at the representation of the ability of the desk

bound electric powered field through potentials of easy layers dispensed on a surface of the medium and

internal touch barriers. In exercise, the construction of a geoelectric phase of the medium is carried out on

the idea of measurements of obvious resistivity and the usage of 2nd and three-D inversion packages. these

programs resolve the inverse hassle of EIT (for example, Res2DInv, the writer is M.H. Loke, 2000; and
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ZondRes2D of A.E. Kaminsky, ultimate up to date 26.06.10). In maximum cases, the answer is smooth with

blurred  obstacles  that  don't  continually  correspond to  the  actual  geological  state  of  affairs.  the  pointy

geoelectric borders end up diffused, and the distortions of curves of obvious resistivity related with a floor

comfort generate pseudo anomalies. From the exceptional of our expertise, there aren't any applications that

as it should calculate the effect of distortions, associated with a ground surface relief.

2. Mathematical model and discretionary of the surface 

As it is proven in [11], the hassle of the numerical computation of a right away current subject

inside the homogeneous medium with a ground surface comfort may be decreased to the answer of the

Fredholm quintessential equation of the second one type with a vulnerable singularity:

q (P )=∬
r

q (M )
cos (Ψ )PM

|⃗PM|
2

dr (M )+F0 (P )(1)

Here M, P are points of the boundary Г of the medium on which the fundamental is taken, q(P) is

the density of a simple layer on boundary Г, which allows calculating the capacity of the field,  ΨPM is a

nook among a normal vector on the point P and the vector PM, F 0(P) is the given function. truly, F0(P) is

expressed through the capability of the source electrode. In [11] the approach of vital equations is realized

numerically at the grid delicate close to the source electrode, in which huge gradients of the sphere exist. the

comfort is mapped on the aircraft surface and the calculated grid is constructed in polar coordinates. The

source electrode is placed at the beginning factor. The measuring line passes alongside the radius. Then the

grid is  adapted to the  relief  surface and to  the location of the  supply electrode by way of the  inverse

mapping it to the relaxation floor (Figures 1, 2). because of the combination mistakes for the coarse grid, the

calculated values of obvious resistivity show nonphysical oscillations while the space from the origin of the

coordinates (figure 3, an asterisk shows the placement of the cutting-edge source electrode) increases. To

keep away from those oscillations within the numerical answer, we need to make a large refinement of the

mesh and a neighborhood refinement of grid cells near the dimension line. It complicates the algorithm and

breaks the uniformity of the calculations.

Another source of error is the replacement of the endless domain of integration with the aid of a

finite  area;  it  method that  we  forget  brought  about  expenses  outdoor  of  the  calculated  vicinity.  For  a

decrease of this mistake, it's miles important to attain a compromise between the growth of the calculated

domain and the number of grid nodes. the answer is using a coarse grid a long way from modern resources

and the dimension line since in these regions the ability of the sphere decreases inversely proportional to the

radius. To avoid referred to above nonphysical oscillation and exclude immoderate refinement of the grid, a

change computational grid is built. This grid is based totally at the triangulation and is customized no longer

handiest to the placement of the supply electrode but also is condensed near the measuring line. In that set of

rules, the calculated vicinity is about by means of a few oval, its length is sufficient simply so it's been
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feasible to forget about the field ways from the supply (Figures 4, five).  The suited size of the grid is

determined via a chain of numerical experiments for each considered remedy shape.

Figure 1 – Computational grid in the polar coordinate system mapped to the plane

Figure 2 – Computational grid in the Cartesian coordinate system with the surface topography

Figure  3  –  The  calculation  of  the  apparent  resistivity  far  from  the  current  source
electrode and corresponding relief for the grid with number of layers N = 20

The grid construction problem is decreased to the subsequent steps: map a remedy floor of the
medium on the 2nd area of an oval form on the plane. This oval consists of semicircles and one rectangle.
Then  we  divide  that  oval  into  triangles  with  condensation  to  the  line  connecting  the  facilities  of  the
semicircles. This line lies on a bigger axis of an oval and corresponds to the measuring line. because of the
symmetry for 2d examples described underneath, best nodes of one half of the oval are used for calculations.
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Observe  that  inside  the  article  [13]  numerous  exams  of  the  defined  method  are  efficaciously
finished for the 2-layered version of the medium.

Short description of the construction algorithm of grid nodes. The person sets some of layers
N, i.e. the oval is split into N layers with the aid of the rule of concentric semi-ovals of radius r i  =exp(i*hs-
1)/α, where i is the number of a concentric semi-oval, hs=ln(1+a*α)/N is a grid step on radius inside the
logarithmic coordinates, α is the coefficient of the irregularity of the grid. The thickness of the i-th layer will
be ri -ri-1 . Then the massif of nodes located on for each layer is defined. by means of the triangulation
method, the set of triangles enjoyable the Delaunay situation is fashioned for the given set of nodes. This
circumstance  allows  producing  a  hard  and  fast  of  triangles  that  are  each  time  likely  near  the  set  of
equilateral triangles. even though in mathematical packages the features realizing Delaunay’s triangulation
are defined, we elaborated the set of rules which is a good deal simpler than the commonplace algorithm,
due to the fact we consider capabilities of our grid, specifically, its layered shape and logarithmic growth
with distance from the axis of the calculated location.

Figure 4 – The triangulation of the calculated area refined near the measuring line
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Figure 5 – Triangulation of the relief surface

Calculated parameters of the algorithm are as fol-lows: L Calculated parameters of the algorithm are

as follows: L is the space between the center of aspect semicircles of an oval; a is the maximal radius of

semicircles of an oval; N is a number of layers of the grid; α is a coefficient of the irregularity of the grid.

The higher the coefficient of irregularity is, the greater is the difference between the dimensions of internal

and external triangles. this system generates a fixed of nodes and triangles which in addition are used to

clear up a critical equation.

3. Numerical outcomes

A sequence  of  numerical  experiments  has  been  made  to  define  proper  parameters  of  the  grid

(Figures 6,7,8), and a contrast of the results for 2 algorithms of the grid’s production is furnished (Figures

nine,  10).  Impact  at  the  triangulation  of  the  irregularity  parameter  variety  of  layers  N,  the  radius  of

semicircles of an oval a and period L have been analyzed. number of nodes and triangles depend on these

parameters  and are  determined after  triangulation.  Calculations  are  made with parameters  α  within the

variety 1.0÷16.0, N adjustments in the variety 10÷100, parameters of a and L are assigned as an in 0.5÷2.0,

L = 2·a.

Numerical experiments are done for models with the poor and positive remedy shapes, with sharp

and easy slope angles, also for a wavy shape of an alleviation. A source electrode is placed inside the origin

of the coordinates. In figure 9 curves of apparent resistivity are constructed for ground surface comfort

inside the form of hemispherical convexity with clean slope angles for distinct calculation parameters. An

asterisk suggests the location of the contemporary supply electrode.

Numerical experiments show that the most acceptable parameters of calculations offer a sufficient

condensation of the grid on the proximity of the measuring line, and the sufficient period of this line: at

L=2·a. The most admissible values are the subsequent: α – no longer less than 8.0; N – no longer less than

20. on the identical time, the 20-layer grid is shaped of triangles, with the wide variety of nodes is equal to

1834 and the variety of triangles is identical to 3416. Then the computational domain has been made wider

by using growing parameter  an in the  interval  [1,  2.].  It  seems that  adjustments of  curves of  apparent

resistivity are within 0.6%. but, for each fee of remedy slope angles, it's miles recommended to determine
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admissible parameters anew by making refinements of the grid and comparing the results.

Calculated curves of obvious resistivity for fashions of a flood relief for the terrible and wonderful

shapes in the form of hemispherical (semicircular) concavity and convexity for one of a kind slope angles α

= 30, 45, 60 ° are given in Figures 10, 11, an asterisk suggests the location of the contemporary source

electrode. It follows from numerical experiments that values of maxima (minima) of the plain resistivity

curve drastically increases (decreases) with the boom of a slope perspective. Numerical results obtained for

the equal alleviation form for 2 kinds of grids have been in comparison with a number of nodes close to

each different. For the grid with triangulation on remedy with sinusoidal form and slope attitude 60 °, we

use values of parameters L=five, a = 2.5, α =8.0, N=20. In those parameters, the 20-layer grid has 2170

nodes. the primary parameters for the grid refinement handiest within the area of the source electrode are the

number of divisions alongside the radius and the perspective [eleven]. Calculations on this grid are made at

the 20-layered grid with 2000 nodes. Calculated apparent resistivity curves for two grid types are compared

in Figures (12, thirteen). An asterisk suggests the position of the cutting-edge supply electrode. it's far seen

that  for  the  grid refined handiest  close  to  source  electrode  non-physical  oscillations  appear,  which  are

related with coarse grid far from the supply electrode. first-rate outcomes for this grid have been determined

simplest with the number of nodes equal to 8640. So, this sort of grid leads to the intake of large gadget

sources. on the equal time, consequences which can be taken with the aid of the stated above triangulation

algorithm offers physical reliable curves of sounding with the range of nodes above 2000. Then we have

made numerical simulations to test the impact of different parameters. whilst the parameter changes inside

the c language from 1 to two, the relative exchange of obvious resistivity isn't more than zero.6%. on the

same time, the maximal relative distinction between obvious resistivity calculated for N = 30 and N = 90 is

two.5%. adjustments of N between 90 and a hundred are accompanied by way of modifications of apparent

resistivity, not greater than 0.5%. modifications of α among eight and sixteen yield to the relative distinction

of obvious resistivity, no longer more than zero.2%. these suggest, that for this comfort shape and duration

of dimension line with slope attitude ≤ 2  admissible calculation parameters are: a = 1, α=eight, N = 30.0̊
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Figure 6 – The shape of the ground surface relief and curves of apparent resistivity:
1 – the solution obtained for parameters N=10, α=1.0, f=372 k=660;

 2 – the solution obtained for parameters N=20, α=8.0, f=1834 k=3416;
3 – the solution obtained for parameters N=40, α=16.0, f=8716 k=16718

1 – slope angle α = 30°; 2 – slope angle α = 45°; 3 – slope angle α = 60°

Figure 7 – Curves of apparent resistivity for the model of the surface with negative shape
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1 – slope angle α = 30°; 2 – slope angle α = 45°; 3 – slope angle α = 60°

Figure 8 – Curves of apparent resistivity for the model of the surface with positive shape

Figure 9 – The shape of the simulated ground surface and curves of apparent resistivity 
which are taken with different algorithms of grid’s construction:

1 – by grid adapted to source electrode, 2 – by grid with triangulation adapted to measuring line

Figure 10 – The shape of the simulated ground surface and curves of apparent resistivity are 
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taken with different algorithms of grid’s construction:
1 – by grid adapted to source electrode, 2 – by grid with triangulation adapted to measuring line

Calculations are made for surfaces with a given analytical form. Such a method of assigning a feature of the

comfort may be very relaxed for simulations. but, in exercise, the relief parameters are decided by way of

area experiments. inside the electrical tomography technique, the comfort is decided by the profiling step

(distance between electrodes) and heights of measuring electrodes which can be positioned along with the

sounding location. This definition of comfort permits creating a table of values of the peak feature. The

heights correspond to the values of the feature – zj (j=1...k), and the corresponding values of the argument –

xj, can be calculated via the values of the step alongside the profile. For the approximation of that tabulated

feature, the interpolation strategies are carried out. For the development of the computational grid on the

arbitrary relief, we considered strategies of interpolation of the relaxation surface: primarily based on spline

functions  and  on  radial  foundation  features  (RBF)  [14].  Calculations  are  performed  for  one-of-a-kind

parameters of the grid (number of nodes has been identical to 4147, 5222, 7155, 8044). The huge advantage

of the RBF interpolation approach is its computational performance compared with the spline interpolation

approach. as an instance, simulation on the grid with the range of nodes f=7155 on a PC with processor Intel

Core i7-4700,  frequency 2.40 GHz,  sixteen GB RAM, takes  900-  1000 seconds for  spline interpolated

features, whilst calculations with RBF technique take 120-140 seconds. notice that the calculation time relies

upon on the relief form additionally.

4. Conclusion

Interpretation of EIT data without taking into account the influence of the relief form can give pseudo

anomalies. We described here a numerical method to compute the field and curves of apparent resistivity for

a homogeneous medium with a relief boundary based on the potential theory. The problem is reduced to the

solution of an integral equation. The main feature of the method is its high accuracy and efficiency in

calculations of the field for three-dimensional geometry of the relief and for a medium with several inner

contact boundaries [15]. We described here results of that method applied to the relief of simple 2D forms.

Our calculations show that the use of a grid with triangulation gives the same results as a grid constructed

with a refinement at the vicinity of the source electrode. However, due to the refinement at the vicinity of

the source electrode and measuring line, the grid with triangulation is more efficient and allows one to

calculate the function of apparent resistivity with a relatively small number of nodes – approximately above

2000. 

The data obtained in numerical experiments are the basis for further research and for the definition

of the influence of relief forms on the distortion of apparent resistivity curves.
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